3-96  Scott Laskowski 19:20 - 21:30  1st Wed
   Greg Hile
   Michael Ray
   Matthew Gerack

4-13  Scott Laskowski 13:00 - 13:30  Check for storm damage
      OR UPAKIZ
      S. Khan 6:45 - 9:15  Keyholder
      Don Brandt 6:45 - 9:15

5-16  Scott Laskowski 16:20 - 16:40, library

5-18  Kuehler

5-27  Kuehler - Doug Reid (neighboring next door) asked to use parking lot tomorrow for his yearbook party. Quits to push in - I opened gate for him - he has the lock. We'll replace soon.

5-27  Scott Laskowski 19:00 - 1:30
      graze - took P - scopes #, returned # 7, 9, 11

1-27  Russell 7:01 - 7:17, 11:30

2-4  Freda Cable 11:00 AM - 11:10 AM

2-7  Scott Laskowski 19:10 - 21:35  1st Wed,
      Syph 19:15 - 21:45
      George Hiele 19:33 - 21:55
      Matthew Gerack 19:40 - 20:55

2-15  Vern Hupe 23:15 - 2:35 Hesschel

2-16  Lee Keith + Karen 6:10 - dined Zengo

2-17  Dvan Brent 2:45 - 3:00  Returned
      O.H. Projector & Slide Projector

2-19  Scott Laskowski 17:15 - 19:20
      attempted to find Saturn (after final ring-plane crossing) + 12 from Venus R.A. but the clouds were swifter than the darkness
1996

2-23 Vern Hong 23:30—4:50 "Herschel's Comet Hyakutake" nice, bright.
No real tail but you could see some slight fanning away from the side of it.

2-24 Tony Schmeltzer-Kernfeld 7:15—8:30
No costumes.

2-29 Vern Hong 18:05—20:50 Lunar
Lee Keith 2:00 pm Pick up older index
for reporting.
Matthew Genock 9:00 p.m. — 9:30
Natalie 7:00 — 9:00 —
Doug Stark

18:45 — 3:10
ObservedMinorIf17EBStars
Made about 250 Observations
1 Lunar Occ (R)

2-15 Vern Hong 3:00—5:10 Hyakutake—Lunar

2:15

Vern Hong 3:00—4:35 Hyakutake—could
Pick it up with the naked eye!

Dan Koelker — 4:45—6:00 (10:45—12:00 UT)
Hyakutake — Wow! — IS IT BRIGHT! EST MAG.
3.5 — 3.7 NUCLEUS VERY STAR-LIKE AND VERY BRIGHT.
COMA EXTENDS ABOUT 1/4 DEGREE AROUND IT WITH A
DEFinite TAN-TAIL ABOUT 2 DEGREES POINTING
WEST RIGHT NOW ON MERIDIAN ABOUT 4:20.
MOTION DETECTABLE. BEAUTIFUL IN 75D'S. A Scope
SHOWED THE NUCLEUS VERY NICELY, WITH 54-MM
Konica (ABOUT 120 Power), Comet was obvious in
Binoc's until just after 5:30, and naked eye until
ABOUT 5:40. Made a nice formation with the
Stars in Cisera.

2-16 Scott Szarkowski 13:30 check grounds
Ken Wnaczyynski 20:15—20:45 Very holder
Checking if anyone present

2-17 Merritt 11:00—12:00 Photomete —

3-20 Ken & Sally Wnaczyynski 21:00—22:00 Comet searching
3-21 - Kauai - Comet Hyakutake - 3:30 - 5:30 a.m.
The comet has brightened to (9.30 - 11.30 UT) about 1.5. The Earth is in front of the comet to about 5 deg.

To the west-northwest. Though it is reportedly to 10 Bega, or more. A bright jet is visible off the nucleus. 5 min. to 10 min. 15 min. exposures. Piggyback on a scope with telephoto lens. More taken. High cirrus interference. Somewhat. Temp 20° WIND CHILL 10°. Twilight at about 9:30 a.m.

3-21
Rural Life - Graze 18:00 - 20:00
Scott Zeeckowski 18:20, 20:00
picked up 2 returned P-scope #23 for graze

3-22
Uran Hong - 14:15 - 21:30
Lunar Drawings
showed a couple of interest around and some clusters and the Orion Nebula. At least 6 phone calls about the comet.

Thomas Hageem 9:00 - 9:30, brought a carload of friends to view the comet. Thanks!

Uran Hong 23:30 - 4:15
5 more visitors. Piggyback photos Hyakutake

Paul Bach at 1:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m.
Kelley - 1:10 a.m. - 5:00 a.m.

Hyakutake nucleus, about mag 3 or 4.
very near E Bootis. Tail stretches about 15 deg. visibility next week. Appears to be a jet emitting. Straight band from the nucleus, giving the nucleus a very spiraled appearance. It isn't as spiraled looking as it was on 3/1, but appears much more elongated. The tail can be traced from E Bootis to just beyond 1 Bootis. Seeing was poor, the transparency just a little less than. 9 Piggyback photos with Hybird 6x5, 13 color slides

Sue 13:00 - 14:00

L. Reid & Karen Borrowed slides & books

MAR 24
Sue 10:15 - 10:45 EB FILES
3-26

**Very Hung 02:15 - 3:00**

**Hyakutake - PIGEON BACK PHOTO'S**

**Koeller - 2:00 - 3:30**

Day after closest approach to earth. Looks much the same as SAT. morning, 3-23-96. MAGS similar to stars in Big Dipper. It is located south and west of the bowl of the little Dipper. Headed toward Polaris. The tail extends easily to the third star in the handle of the Big Dipper, at least 30°. The Nuclear Jet described on 3-23-96 is pretty much gone. Clouds rolled in and it started to snow about 3:45 AM!

Attempted Comet video.

Scott Lackowski 19:15 - 02:10 Comet antitail?

Library, Hyakutake, 7 D. Lunar Occs.

Koeller - 6:30 pm - my key is broken off in the new garage lock. Out - 3:15 AM.

Mathew Sengacik 7:20 -

Joe Hecht - E. Meurer 7:20 -

David Weigle & Virgil Longley - 7:35

Julie E. Zey 7:45 PM

Deborah D. Zey

Lee A. Longley 7:50

Benjamin Marxer 7:50

Karen Kell 7:50

Jim & Sally Wozyczynski 8:00-12:00

Jim & Janette Evans 8:15

Tom Schmitt

The Klumiks

Crystal Renee Ragonezse 8:50

**Hyakutake for 3-26/3-27 is a few degrees west/southwest of Polaris. The tail stretches upward (east) into the bowl of the Big Dipper for at least 60°. March 21/96 obs.**

**Reportedly have it to 50° deg. Now - comA is very been shaped with little evidence of the jet from last weekend that reportedly emitted backward 12,000 miles, Mag is steady with 3-20-96 obs. Above, about 10-15 or so. And very blue. First Qtr moon interferes somewhat with obs. But set about 1:00 A.M. Transparency about 7.0-8.0 on 10 scale. Seeing about 4/10 A 4 scale. No clouds.**
3-27 Scott Laskowski 18:10-23:15 - 01:05
took & returned P-scope, Yerkes Comet Star Party
no anti-tail-thin bright jet in tail/ direction
asteroid occultation - cloudy

3-30 Scott Laskowski 13:40 - 14:20
check grounds, library work

4-1-96 6:15-9:00 Lee Keel UWV Class
7:15 - Kochler returned projectors & slide tape

APR 3 Scott Laskowski 18:10-21:45
cloudy-raining
Michael Ray & Tyler Ray
Anthea Waller

4-6 Vien Hung 23:30 - 4:30 Lunar
picked up Comet Hale-Bopp, very faint
smudgy

4-8 6:15 - 7:15 Lee Keel UWV Class

4-9 Scott Laskowski 12:40 - 15:40
pick-up P-scope #7 for Yerkes Comet H, star
parties, open gate for locksmith-removed
broken key from lock in new garage, ground

Scott 19:45 - 23:45
Comet H - minum of 5 EB stars

Vien Hung 23:20 - 4:30 Herschel / Lunar

4-13 Scott Laskowski 13:15
returned P-scope #7, look around

APR 17 Scott 20:15 - 22:45 minum of 4 EB stars
Comet H - tall fan shaped and
much denser, D.C. ~ 2

4-18 Vien Hung 11:45 - 14:00 cleared floor and set
chairs up for meeting
4-19 Scott Lackowski: 18:45-23:20
library, Board + General Meeting

6:53 Jean Kube
6:53 Dorothy Kube
6:59 Sally Warchazekski
Ken Warachowski

Martha Lemann 9:30
Vern Hoag
San Kube
RAT (SHELTER) PARKER
Martha Baker
Dan Kube
Dan Kube
Pete Burke
Julie Frey
Susan Kube

4-20 MCHAI J. Hallio
Mary & Kathleen collect
Meredith Cizelos
Cindy Franks
Scott Jamieson
C. Henry
C. Acosta - Paula
Aunt Gary Ann Hoag 10:40 14:10
brought out 4x4 for the new sign

4-22 Scott Lackowski 14:10-15:10, library work

4-23 Vern Hoag 22:25 - 0:33 Lunar

4-26 Vern Hoag 0:00 - 3:00 HERSCHEL
Fred & Karen 6:00-
Vern Hoag 16:35 - 21:50
Open House 76 guests

Sandy Faye 7:30 pm
Open House
Scott Lackowski 19:20 - 22:10, Venus 34%
1996

5-1
Scott Laszkowski 19:15-22:20 1st Wed
Brent Wilson
Bill Poulet
Patrick Rapich (Marquette U.) Venus, Merc, Moon & variable

5-3
Veera Hong 19:00 - 22:00 Activities
Sue Reid & K. Vietnam
Scott Lampersi
Scott Laszkowski 19:15-22:00 Open House
Juan Keeler
Julie Frey
Bea Poulet

May 4
Scott Lampersi 14:00 - 17:00 MAINTENANCE
Veera Hong 17:00 - 21:00 CLEAN 2nd MOUNT SWEEP & 4400 CD FLC
May 5
Veera Hong 20:00 - 22:20 KEY HOLDER/ Yard
May 6
Veera Hong 22:00 - 23:20

May 11
Scott Lampersi 15:30 - 17:30 MAINTENANCE
Veera Hong 21:30 - 3:20 HERSCHEL
COMET HOPE - EXTREMELY FAINT HAZE, ALERTED VISION HELD SOMEWHAT. NO NOTED BRIGHTNESS IN THE NUCLEUS.
COMET HALO BOPP - MUCH BRIGHTER THAN THE LAST TIME I SAW IT (4/6-96). THE NUCLEUS WAS BRIGHT AND DISTINCT. IT FADED OUTWARDS IN A SLIGHT CIRCULAR SHAPE. BUT YOU COULD RARELY SEE MORE. FANNING AND BRIGHTNESS ON ONE SIDE.

May 13
Scott Laszkowski 08:25 - 13:25 Yard work, mower will not start - need service.
Library, audio-visual inventory.
9:00 - 10:00 Fire inspection - no violations.

5-17
Veera Hong 11:30 - 12:30 Put a eyepiece holder on B-Scope ladder. Misc.

5-17
Board, General Meeting, Elections
Scott Laszkowski 18:45 - 22:45

5-17
Dinary Stotof 18:49
Lee Knaak & Karen Weener 6:30 p.m. - 10:15
Jim Klee 7:00
Sally Weener 7:05

Julie Frey 7:05

Signatures
Mary Anne Taney
9:45

Matt Bennett
9:30

Tom Reiner
23:30

Pat Rabin

Jim Mayer 7:45 PM - 9:45
Wendy 7:45 PM

Scott Jamieson 7:00 AM - 10:20
Mike Moller

Dan Yanko

Helen Babich

Steve Diessl

Matthew Genack

S-18

Scott Jamieson - Keyholder 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM
George Hueten 9:15 - 11:45 (on A-Scope)
Matthew Genack 9:30 - 11:45
Repaired broken wiring to blowers in meeting area, works fine!! Scott J.

S-22

Vern Hoag - 11:00 - 14:30 Sign Work
Paul Backett 7:30 - 10:00 Scout Tour Muskogee Pack 19

S-22

Vern Hoag - 8:00 - 13:15 Sign Work

S-22

Vern Hoag - 19:00 - 22:30 Yard Work Open Hous

S-22

Scott Laskowski 18:45 - 22:35 Open House

Vern Hoag - 8:15 - 22:35

Ken Warczynski 19:30 - 21:30

Dan Yanko 19:30

Sally Warczynski 19:30 - 21:30

Scott Jamieson 19:00 - Moved glass Blade OR Drive Belt Bad

Van Warczynski 19:30 - 21:30

Mike & Pam 8:00

Julie Kugler 8:00

132 People
1996
5-24
cond.

5-25
Scanty J. Halff
4:12 PM

MAY 27

5-29
Scott Laskowski 17:12-17:25

5-30
George Stacher 18:08-1:15

6-5
Scott Laskowski 17:01-23:05

6-6
Scott Laskowski 12:50-16:25

library, water, trees, general work
Ken Wawrzynski 17:20
Grounds work
Sally Wawrzynski 14:20

Sun 21:00 - 1:30 Min of 5 EB Stars including 3 for Pub 03.
Jupiter. Found Focuser on 5' Clark not working.

Van Huls 23:00 - 4:00
Hercules

Jupiter, Uranus, Neptune - Comet Hale B"
Nucleus bright - very distinct, Fanning, starting to form a tail

water trees
removed blades from mower
Moon, Jupiter, several Messiers with B scope

Fire Extinguishers recertified until 6-97 by Martha Sonderiker
George Stacher 17:07 - 23:03
Sheephead

20:00

cut remainder of lawn - next priority - hay removal and burn brush pile
Board Meeting

Julie K. 6:7:22 PM
Lt. Laskowski 18:55 - 20:50
Jo Reed 7:30 - 8:45

6-12

Vern Hoag 10:45 - 14:00 Hay Removal

6-14

Vern Hoag 00:15 - 02:30 Comet Hale Bopp
Vern Hoag, listed at Fmag of 7.1, Comet Kopf
still very difficult, listed at Fmag of 8.3
is it very small

21:15 - 1:45 minm of 6 EB stars

Jupiter S 2-5 Comet H-B
Dome Drive on Big Dome bound up,
East driver not turning - need to
inspect in Day light.

Vern Hoag 23:00 - 4:15 Herschel,
Jupiter, Saturn, Comet Hale Bopp,
Comet Kopff was easier today that it was
yesterday.

6-15

Paul Birdsell 2:30 PM, took 1/8" for
DG Site Nite.
Scott Laskowski 19:30 - 23:45, Jupiter
Member Night M57,13,92 then more clouds

21:00 - 24:00
Big Dome Drive working but may bind up
when going CCW. Will have to replace
Drive chain. Observed 5 EB Stars
including V342 Aql - clouded out.

6-20 Scott Laskowski 10:10 - 19:35
picked up hay, cut the grass
woodchucks are taking over the building
10:15 - 13:10

New cut grass. Should keep door closed during the day. The middle size woodchuck followed me in. Found the small baby woodchuck climbing under my car.

Paul Backhaus returned 8" scope.

6-22

Veun Hung 6:45 - 12:00 yard work

6-24

Veun Hung 23:50 - 3:45 Herschel, Jupiter, Saturn, Comet Hale-Bopp - tail seems to be getting brighter. Comet Kupff - nucleus is brighter, not just a overall puff anymore.

6-25

Veun Hung 10:30 - 12:40 yard work

6-26

Veun Hung 10:00 - 13:15 burnt brush

6-28

Veun Hung 23:00 - 0:30 lunar

6-29

Scott Laskowski 8:20, took P-scope #9 to Yerkes

Veun Hung 10:30 - 15:40 cut the grass

6-30

Scott Laskowski 15:25 - 16:45 library work

Jim Mayer 11:00 - library - 4:15

Scott Jamesen 10:3

Scott Laskowski 13:00 - 16:15

library inventory

7-3

Scott Laskowski 18:45 - 23:53 1st Wed

library work, general observing

Sally Woodey 19:15 - 20:15

Mike Nahrik

Michael Grass

Brent Wilson: Jupiter, Hale-Bopp, M13, M51, M52, M3, M4, M27, moon

Scott Laskowski 18:45 - 23:53 1st Wed

7-4

Veun Hung 22:45 - 1:30 Comet Hale-Bopp, Comet Kupff, lunar
7/5
Venus House 22:15 - 2:50 HERSHEL, Jupiter
Comet Hale Bopp, Comet Kopff, Lunar

7/6
Venus House 10:30 - 12:30 Burnt Brush, STA
to get to windig, Put New Coffee Cans On
Scott Lackowski 14:55
returned P-Scope #9

7/7
Venus House 22:45 - 2:55 HERSHEL, Hale Bopp

Jul 8
Scott Lackowski 19:00 Banded MTS

7:35 - 8:30
Venus House 19:10 - 21:50
Scott Lackowski 18:55 - 20:00 23:40 Hale - Bopp, Jupiter
Brent Wilson 2:25 pm
Chris Weber 9:00 am - 11:35 Hale Bopp - General

Venus House - 22:45 - 2:05 HERSHEL, Saturn
Hale - Bopp, Kopff

Scott Lackowski 14:55 check grounds
That 11:40 - 1:40 am
11 cm transits Jupiter (T 45-67)
GRS Internal Detail visible, numerous dark
spots of SEBn, E8 visible

Knut & Sally Wardynski - 20:45 - 22:40
Observing - Hale Bopp - Jupiter

21:45 - 22:30 V371 CyG - Conert It!

Scott Lackowski, 12:00 - 12:30 dropped off
Rudy Poklar, soda for picnic in refrigerator

7/18
Venus House 18:10 - 21:20 Found the
lower chain pulled down. Someone
must have tried to deep over it. All
the concrete post over, I pulled it
back and put a stake in the ground
to hold it for now. Was out here
7-7 at 20:30 to check the grass if
it was okay.
Now cut the grass, have to finish
1996
July 19
**Vern Hove**: 18:35 - 21:00 Finished cutting and trimming grass

**8/9**: 20:30 - 3:30 Observed full eclipses of 11 FB stars plus the rise of V342 Aql - good fit with last month's drop. Observed max of 2 RR Lyrae stars. About 200 observations total. Also saw Comet H-B, Jupiter, Saturn.

July 10
**Vern Hove**: 14:15
2:40 -
2:40 Dept. Cather. warm
Scott zackowski 14:55 - 19:30 Nice day, few people
2:40 p.m. 4:45 p.m.
Scott + Larry + Bob Jamieson
Julie + Greg 3:00 p.m.

July 4
**Vern Hove**: 12:20 - 2:15 am 8 cm transit (Venus) T5 53°

7/21
**Vern Hove**: 7:50 - 15:30 Door/Burn
Scott: Jamieson 8:30 - 13:30
Scott zackowski 8:45 -
Chris Weber 9:30 - 4:00 Door/Burn wood
Scott + Larry + Bob Jamieson 15:35 - 17:10 library work

8-2
Dan Kuehler 7:00 p.m.

8-3
Scott zackowski 15:20 - 15:35 Library, check grounds
Scott + Larry + Bob Jamieson 17:00 - 19:00 read grounds

8-6
Scott zackowski 12:45 - 14:20
Finished cutting grass

8-7
Kuehler 12:20 - 1:20 Channel 12 interview about the SAC meteorsite study.

8-7
Scott zackowski 19:05 - 21:15 1st Wed
cold cloudy

Chris Weber 19.20
1996

July 5

Scott Laskowski 19:20 - 00:25 for Yerkes CARA star party
Ken & Sally Warchynski 19:20 - 23:10 - took 18" scope and laser
Dan Yankov 8:00 PM
Barb Pitman 4:30 - Chris Weber 7:30 - 11:30
Jim & Dorothy Hube 8:15
Dan Kindell 8:30
Jim & Susan Pulver 9:40
Jan & Cherek 7:00 - 10:30
Joe Reek 7:15 - 11:00
Sally Warchynski 11:30 - took reaction timer home

Scott Laskowski 17:45 - 18:25
picked up 18" scope #2,7 for Yerkes CARA star party

Laird Strong

ASSISTED IN STAR PARTY (YERKES) 17:47
C Husek 6:19

Sally Warchynski 16:00 returned times in operating order
(rem drilled out the stripped screws we put in 3 new C batteries)

July 6

Vern Huse 18:30 - 21:30 Planetarium - Board Meeting
Scott Laskowski 19:10 - 21:30 - Board Meeting
Scott Gamme 19:20 -
Laird Strong 19:10 (Secretary)
Jim Mayer 18:50 - 20:20

July 7

Earl Forde 10:00 - "Spots" Meetings, labor, Tripp, Jones one
Day Yankov 14:30
Chris Weber 7:45

Smyk - installed new lock on OBS door - CARRIED POOR FRAME

Vern Huse 22:45 - 1:30 - gen. assining lock in, through #1 4 rod 4½", Jeff locket, possible new member

Vern Huse 22:00 - pick up new door lock cat so I can get lock screws for it
6-17

Vern Hoge 9:30-13:00 Cut Grass

Scott Zaskowski 13:30-15:30 Paint Door Frame

Fix Focuser on 5/8" Clark

Scott Zaskowski 15:40-16:10

Returned P-Scope #2, 7, 9; #9 Focuser support cracked; all Focusers are probably out of alignment; #3 will be returned 8-24

8-24

Vern Hoge 23:00-4:30 Observed minima of 5

EB stars and maxima of 2 RR Lyrae type stars

Seeing superb - 0.5 arc sec or better

Saturn - bright EZ, detail in SEB visible;

Ring detail excellent, also checked out Venus

and Mars.

AUG 20

Scott Zaskowski 21:00-21:30 Observed RZOPH

Jupiter Grs past CM 5, 3, 5

SE 22:40-22:20 RZOPH

AUG 21

AUG 23

Vern Hoge 18:30-4:05 Open House - 14 guests

Scott Zaskowski 18:50-23:45 Moon Jupiter IV-EcR, Blyr

Ginard Thoul 18:50 -

Dan Kuehler 7:05

Chris Woda 19:10

Lee Zed 7:30-11:40 PM

Kim & Sally Walszynski 7:30-11:15

Dan Yanke 19:45

Scott Zaskowski 19:15

Jerry Glick 19:50-22:30

Bill Johnson 19:05 Parking

Deborah Fray

Greg Legler

Monica Nolan

Juliette

# 13 is At Jupiter - RZOPH

# 1 from Yerkes-J.B. fixed focusor

21:00-4:15

Observe minima of 13 EB stars and a

maximum of XZ Cyg, ~ 240 observations.

Jupiter S5-7 II R Timms, Saturn

Vern Hoge 22:45-4:45 General Observing: Jupiter, Saturn, Venus, Mars, Moon, Messier, Double Stars.
Aug 27 Scott Laskowski 11:00 gardening with S.W.
15:30 Taper Wheel For Gr

Aug 28 Scott Laskowski 11:00 gardening with S.W.
16:00 Jupiter IC E R, Blyr

Aug 29 Scott Laskowski 20:25 - 00:00

Libary, Jupiter IC E R, Blyr

Vern Horac 22:30 - 2:05 Jupiter IC E R

Aug 30 Measur return Polar ruler for graph
Note: We ll pump cycles to much
15:40 - 01

20:30 - 20:45 Rzoph, V371 Cyg

Aug 31 Scott Laskowski 14:35 check ground

RZOPH - V371 Cyg

Aug 3 Scott Laskowski 14:35 check ground

RZOPH - V371 Cyg

Aug 3 Scott Laskowski 14:35 check ground

RZOPH - V371 Cyg

Sept 1 Scott Laskowski 19:05 - 23:05, Blyr, 1st Wed. Henry Gener, Ryan Gener 19:06

Dan Yank 19:22

19:30 - RZOPH V371 Cyg

Judy  - collect renewal

Bill Jones Jupiter, Saturn, Green, Ascot

Sept 5 Vern Horac 13:30 - 16:00 work on door 18:00 - 19:30

21:00 RZOPH V371 Cyg - Both 4

End of ECLIPSE

Sept 7 Scott Laskowski 14:50 check grounds

Scott Laskowski 19:20 - 21:05 Member Night

Library

Jupiter IC E R. Binoculars  50 thru haze intact

Paul 19:40

Sept 7 Scott Laskowski 21:40

Sept 9 Vern Horac 22:30 - 3:30 Hale Bop - Jupiter

Saturn - Gen
9-12 7-9 p.m. Kaehler - set-up / clean-up for O.H.

Scott Laskowski 18:55 - 22:00 cloudy
Scott Jamison
Kaehler
Debbie Frey
Jim Fields
9-14 Vernel Stroud

9-15 Scott Laskowski 14:40 check grounds

9-17 Scott Laskowski 15:05 - 20:45
Library + grounds work, saw 9.3 R. Occ. in twilight; no time
Jupiter in M21 in same field, seeing poor
gave 'em
lost 9.6 on limb 01:31:06, 225, N, N.A. 10%
shot.

9-18 Scott Laskowski 13:20 - 31:50 01:30 Fireball
3 D. Lunar Occs., Jupiter II EcR (stopwatch malfunction)

9-18 Art Amber (General Observer Observations)


9-20 Vernel 18:05 - 22:00

7:18 Jim Kuby
7:18 Dorothy Kuby
14:40 David Renner + Virgil Tauney
Tom Renner + Andy Renner
Tom Schmidt
9:07 B. Rothke
7:15 Dan Yockey
7:00 Jim Mayer - 6:35
Freund - 7:00 - 9:40
Linda Frey
9-21 Scott Laskowski 14:40 check grounds

9-24 Scott Laskowski 13:40 - 22:15, big coyote in yard
L' work III EcD.
9-24  Veen 22:45 - 01:35 Realigned the finder and 5" on A-Scope

9-27  Veen 18:25 - 22:05 Open House 14/7 visitors
  All new at 18:30 Open House
  Scott Laskowski 18:55 - 21:50
  Sue Ford 7:40 - 10:00
  M. Fry 8:00
  J. A. Meachem 7:40 -
  Debby Grey 8:00
  Michael Ray 8:00
  Gerald Sirowd 8:00
  Scott Jameson

9-28  Scott Laskowski 15:35 Check grounds power was left on after open house
  Scott Jameson - Key Holder 7:20 - 9:

29  Veen - 22:30 - 01:10 Same, lunar

30  Veen - 18:30 - 21:50 Jupiter, M. 13
  Scott Laskowski 19:05 - 21:15
  Jupiter, B; E, R; Hale-Bopp, M. 32; Jupiter, Saturn
  Scott Laskowski 19:00 - 22:10 1st Wed.
  Library, Jupiter, Saturn, general M. 13; Deep

  2  Henry & Ryan Gerber 19:20

  2  Michael & Tyler Ray 19:31
  Chris Weber 19:45

6-  Bill Jewett 19:45 22:10
  Jupiter, Saturn, M 82, 30, 39, etc. 10/14/16 slim setup.

3-4  Veen - 18:30 - 22:40 Open House 250 people
  Chris Weber
  Scott Jameson
  Sue Ford 7:00
  Scott Laskowski 19:10 - 22:15
  Julie Fry 7:30
  Michael Ray 2:48
  Bill Jewett 7:33
  Debra Fry 7:33
  open house speaker: "Jupiter"
1996
10-5 Scott Laskowski 15:10 check grounds, library
19:00 - 22:20
OBSERVED MINIMA OF 5 EB STARS
COMET H-B SATURN 5-3-5

10-12 Scott Laskowski 14:45 check grounds, library
CT 12
19:30 - 23:40 OBSERVED MINIMA OF 9 EB STARS COMET H-B
SATURN 5-1-3 FOUND MOUNT FOR P-SCOPE #11 DAMAGED -
TOOK HOME FOR REPAIR.

10-16 Kent, Sally Wronczynski 11:40

10-18 Scott Laskowski 18:10
Library work, Board & General Meetings
Vera Hong 18:30 - 20:10
10 - Guard through secretary

Brent Wilson
Lee Ford 7:00 - 10:10
Tom Remer 7:30 - 5:00 PM 7/13
Kent & Sally Wronczynski 19:45 - 21:50

Bill Hallie 7:45
B. Merwin 8:30 - 9:00
Don Keelber

Michael Ray
Terry Booth

Vera 22:35 - 6:10 COMET HAE FSD, COMET TAMUR
Chris Weck 0:30
MESSIER, 3, PILES, SATURN,
VENUS, PHOTOS

10-19
6:16 Kyle Keylock 9:25
7:00 Terry Booth 9:20
7:10-9:15 Becky Schub
Ven 23:00 - 2:25 Double SWs

SNF 13:45 - 6:00 OBSERVED MINIMA OF 29
STARS - OVER 370 OBSERVATIONS A PERSONAL
SINGLE NIGHT RECORD. MARS - 5-3-5
ORI - METEOR SHOWER MANY BRIGHT
STARS
11-1  Vesta  22:50 - 1:15  Lunar, Saturn

11-2  Vesta  18:00 - 19:30  Photos Haer Bopp

Nov 3  (7:32 - 22:30) Observed minimum of
9 EB stars. Saturn - Disturbance
in SEB, bright - elongated in length
S 4 - 7

11-6  Scott Laskowski 18:50 - 22:10  1st Wed
Library work, removed mirrors for recoating

MIKE MARINELLO

Nov 9  Mike Marinello 20:15  1st Wed

11-1  Kiebler - picked up projector

11-5  Scott Laskowski 13:00 - 14:50
removed mirrors for recoating
Rudy Poklar
removed mirrors for recoating

Scott Laskowski 14:15 - 14:35, checked group
put mower battery in the darkroom, library

11-16  SCOTT JAMESON
RETURNED TAPE & CHECKED GROUND

7  Scott Laskowski 13:45 - 16:55
Library work
Telephone is not working
Julie Flum
Shea Sisters - Library + Slide show

11-18  Scott Laskowski 8:55 - 9:35
Took 10 mirrors & 9 secondaries to Clausing
for recoating
Rudy Poklar 9 amb.

11-20  Scott Laskowski 8:45 - 10:05, opened
building for well pump repairmen, pumped
in air and water is working fine.
11-23 Scott Laskowski 14:45-15:15
check grounds & library

11-24 Kehler - returned proj.
Scott Laskowski 13:50-15:50
Library-book inventory
Jim Meyer 1:30 pm - 3:30 pm

11-30 Scott Laskowski 14:55 check grounds & library

12-2 Scott Laskowski 13:00-13:55 shoveled driveway
returned mirrors from Clausing

12-2 Rudy Po Klav 1:00 - Returned Mirrors with Scott

2-3 Scott Laskowski 16:05-16:50
turned on furnace to warm-up mirrors

12-4 Scott Laskowski 19:05-22:00
Library, reassembled telescopes
Chaus wagon

12-4 Michael Key

1

Julie Fry return slide project

19:30-22:00

Dec 7

Sue 11:30-15:00
assemble a scope + 9 scopes
2 9 scopes home for repair
leave heat on till sun Dec 8

Sue 17:45-21:00 mixing of 6
EB stars - may have found a
new variable in peg

12-14 Scott Laskowski 15:50-16:30
check grounds & library work

12/14 Bob Kempka - 4 P.M. - use library

12-21 Scott Laskowski 14:30-14:55
check grounds & library work